
LED RGB TAPE LIGHT BRIGHT • FLEXIBLE • EASY INSTALL

Great for space limited areas utilizing a low profile design and easy to install 3M 
adhesive backing. Customizing is simple, just cut the tape light at the designated 
cut marks and connect remaining tape light using the jumpers, and “T” and “L” 
connectors included in each kit.

LED RGB Tape Light Kits

FEATURES
• Available in 8.2’ and 16.4’ lengths
• Easy to use - flexible RGB light fits in small places
• Includes wireless RGB remote with 16 color presets, 

and 4 color changing effects with adjustable speed 
and brightness

• Small cutting increments (3.94”) accommodate 
most layouts



ACCESSORIES

ORDERING INFORMATION

TECHNICAL SpECIFICATIONS

Voltage 12V DC operation
Construction Rolled copper strip with 5050 SMD chips encapsulated in clear silicone
Mounting Mount to suitable surface using attached 3M adhesive backing and/or mounting clips (included)
Reel lengths 16.4’ kit (5 meters) and 8.2’ kit (2.5 meters)
Dimensions W = 13/32”, H = 3/32”
Cuttability Every 3.94” (10cm) 
Maximum run 8.2 feet or 16.4 feet (Do not exceed kit length)
LED specs 5050 SMD LEDs, 50,000 hours rate life 

Each kit includes: 12V DC plug-in c/UL/us 
power supply, 2 jumpers 6” length each, 
2 “L” connectors, 1 “T” connector, 4 splice 
connectors and 16 mounting clips with screws

12TL-RGB-1.5A, 12TL-RGB-3A
12V DC power supply; 
1.5A or 3A capacity

12TL-RGB-JUMp.5
Jumper for connecting two sections 
together, includes two splice connectors 
(TL-RGB-SpL)

12TL-RGB-CONKIT
LED RGB Tape Light front connector, 
required when powering leftover tape

12TL-RGB-CON-IR
Controller with infrared (IR) 
handheld remote for LED RGB tape 
light kit

12TL-RGB-T
“T” connector set; includes one “T” 
and three TL-RGB-SpL

12TL-RGB-L
“L” connector set; includes one “L” 
and two TL-RGB-SpL

Lead wire
(12TL-RGB-CONKIT)

RGB controller
w/ Handheld remote
(12TL-RGB-CON-IR)

12V 1.5A plug-in 
transformer

(12TL-RGB-1.5A) RGB strip
(12TL-RGB-SERIES)

T-connector
(12TL-RGB-T)

L-connector
(12TL-RGB-L)

   

LED RGB TAPE LIGHT KIT
12V, 1.83 watts per foot 
SMD 5050 LEDs Ip44 rated

12TL RGB 30
8.2 = 8.2’ Kit
16.4 = 16.4’ Kit


